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I am delighted to welcome you to 360° magazine, our new publication
for institutional investors.
As a professional investor, you’ll know how challenging it can
be to find reliable sources of return in volatile market conditions,
with value often being created and eroded rapidly. This has generated
an increasing demand for investments that can provide effective
diversification: dampening volatility, while delivering alpha.
It was precisely for this reason that we launched the Invesco
Perpetual Global Targeted Returns strategy in 2013 with the aim of
achieving a positive total return in all market conditions over rolling
three-year periods. Our Multi Asset team believes that great ideas
drive investment performance, which is why they are able to invest
in any idea — unconstrained by geography or asset class.
When we launched the strategy, we were keen to be as
transparent as possible with investors. Now that the strategy is well
into its third year, we’ve launched 360° magazine to bring you closer
to our Multi Asset team’s views and approach, to the key trends they
see in the market and some of the specific ideas in the portfolio.
Multi asset investing is not a new concept, but with such a
variety of investment techniques now available, we believe it’s time
for a fresh look at conventional approaches to asset allocation.
We hope you enjoy reading the magazine.
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Profile
David Millar

Invesco Perpetual’s Global Targeted Returns strategy is now well
into its third year. Here, David Millar, Head of Multi Asset, discusses
the Multi Asset team’s investment approach.
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easy place to come and embed ourselves from
a research perspective,’ Millar adds.

Invesco Perpetual launched its Global Targeted
Returns strategy in September 2013, the firm’s first
truly multi asset investment offering. Underpinned
by its philosophy of ‘investing in ideas’, the Multi Asset
team believe it is possible to achieve a positive total
return in all market conditions over the long term.
David Millar leads the now 10-strong investment
team and manages the strategy along with co-fund
managers Dave Jubb and Richard Batty. They are
further supported by a risk manager, three product
directors, a fund analyst, a research analyst and a
risk analyst.
The fund managers have the freedom to invest
across asset types and, typically, pursue 20 to 30
different investment ideas in a portfolio. The strategy
targets a gross return of 5% per annum above UK
3-month LIBOR with less than half the volatility
of global equities, over three-year rolling periods.
Although the strategy has not reached the end
of its first three-year cycle, from its inception to 31
January 2016, the Invesco Perpetual Global Targeted
Returns Fund has delivered a total return of 17.92%
(gross) and achieved this with comfortably less than
half the volatility of global equities1.
‘We have been very explicit in terms of the target
return, the target volatility – and definitely, so far,
so good,’ Millar says. Equally notable is the fact that
the strategy has attracted over £7 billion in assets
since inception. ‘In terms of the asset raising, I think
that’s something we can definitely say has exceeded
all of our expectations,’ Millar says. ‘Both our own, in
launching the strategy here, but I think in terms of the
expectation that Invesco Perpetual had for us when
we came in the door as well.’
He puts the Multi Asset team’s success down to
the continued appetite across different investor types
for this approach to multi asset investing. He also
notes that Invesco Perpetual has proved the perfect
fit for the team.
‘The research philosophy behind what we do
is so aligned with how so many of the investors here
at Invesco Perpetual think, in terms of that long-term
fundamental approach to investing, that it was a very
8
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Team approach
From the outset, the Multi Asset team (‘the team’)
has sought to act as ‘a fly on the wall’ across Invesco
Perpetual’s spread of fund management team
meetings, drawing on their expertise in different asset
classes to formulate ideas. ‘There is no house view
at Invesco Perpetual, so every single one of the teams
and investors is completely motivated to do what
is best for their own portfolio and their own clients,’
Millar says.
‘I think that creates a culture of openness, where
people are very prepared to share their insights and
talk openly about the themes they’re running. Then it
is for us to decide whether there are themes in what
they’re talking about that we want to play in terms of
creating an investment idea for our strategy.’
This aspect forms one of four tenets underpinning
the Multi Asset team’s research process, named ‘TEAM’.
The ‘T’ stands for the theme behind the ideas; ‘E’ is
for economic justification; ‘A’ represents the focus on
analytics and valuations, while ‘M’ is for the views of
the managers. ‘It is the responsibility of whoever in the
team is going to sponsor a new idea to go out and speak
to other people around us who are more specialist in
that particular area than we are,’ Millar says.
Fortunately, there is a fantastic pool of knowledge,
resource and fund management talent to draw
on at Invesco Perpetual, from Invesco Ltd’s Chief
Economist John Greenwood, through to the wealth
of expertise in the UK Equities, Global Equities and
Fixed Interest teams. Beyond the UK, the team can
also tap into Invesco’s investment centres and network
of specialists across the globe. Millar is particularly
positive about the ‘diversity of opinion’ within
the group, which comes from each team having the
autonomy to invest as they see fit.

The natural balancing
act you would have
between equities on the
one hand and bonds on
the other may not be that
reliable going forward

Integrated risk management
Completely integrating risk management into the
fund management process is another factor that
has paid off since the launch of the fund. Multi Asset
risk manager, Gwilym Satchell, is involved in all fund
management discussions, so when it comes to looking
at new ideas, the team examines how much return
the idea could potentially contribute and also how
much risk it could add.
‘Then we look at scenario analysis and the
structuring of ideas. Risk management is involved
throughout that process, rather than as a box-ticking
exercise at the end,’ explains Satchell.
When the fund managers are considering making
portfolio changes, Satchell will look at how these
can be implemented as efficiently as possible. ‘There
might be an idea that we like, but there are scenarios
which could be painful, so I try to find different ways
to structure that idea to get the return we want,
but bring the risk more in line with what we feel
comfortable with,’ he adds.
Warped rear-view mirror
Perhaps one of the biggest challenges that any risk
manager faces is the fact that risk systems tend to be
backward-looking. So how does Satchell tackle this?
‘Risk systems are only as good as the historical data

Top
Fund Managers,
Richard Batty
and Dave Jubb

that’s fed into them, and it’s a very important part
of our process that we don’t trust the outcome of risk
systems,’ he explains.
‘We always question the outcome, and how we
can look at different risk models and timeframes to
get as comfortable as possible that the risk models are
giving us a correct and useful output.’ For example,
this could mean looking at a scenario pre-crisis and
thinking about the potential volatility the strategy
could experience in that environment. Satchell
believes a crucial part of his role is to constantly
question the scenario and the outputs they provide.
The markets have not been without challenges
since the launch of the strategy – perhaps the biggest
of which came in the summer of 2015, with a sharp
sell-off in equities globally and a spike in the VIX index,
which measures volatility, as fears about a slowdown
in Chinese economic growth took root. These have
tested the fund managers’ ability to keep the portfolio’s
volatility in check but so far they have risen to the
challenge and achieved their target return with less
than half the volatility of global equities.

Scenario analysis
and structuring of ideas:
Risk management
is involved throughout
that process, rather
than as a box-ticking
exercise at the end
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Balancing act
Looking ahead, Millar expects to see a ‘balancing
act’ scenario playing out. There are still reasons to
be optimistic about specific economies and markets,
particularly the US, the UK and the potential
economic turnaround in Europe.
However, there are also areas that could cause
volatility. He describes the team’s central economic
thesis as ‘cautious optimism’. ‘A hangover from the
financial crisis still exists,’ he adds. In Millar’s view,
the big challenge is finding defensive ideas for
a portfolio, given that bond yields remain very low.
‘The natural balancing act you would have between
equities on the one hand and bonds on the other
may not be that reliable going forward,’ he says. As a
result, the team looks for opportunities with defensive,
bond-like characteristics elsewhere. For example, one
such idea in the portfolio is long US consumer staples
stocks versus short US consumer discretionary stocks.
‘We can also use volatility as an asset class, so
that when you get wobbles in equity markets, those
volatility ideas kick in to give you stability,’ Millar adds.
‘At the end of the day, we’re trying to deliver those
long-term returns with lower volatility than you’d get
from buying equities alone. So you need to have these
ideas in the portfolio that can give you some stability.
‘I think “steady as she goes” is probably the best way
of looking at it from here: embracing risk assets where
we can see value, but trying to have some natural
stabilisers to help us when the road is a bit rocky in
the meantime.’
There are 26 ideas currently in the portfolio.
‘I think what’s important is that there are new ideas
coming through the process all the time. We have had
53 new ideas that have been brought to the research
table in 2015. I would estimate that only half of those
got onto the menu,’ Millar says. ‘And then when the
three fund managers select what they want from that
menu, perhaps eight of those in total have actually
made it into the portfolio.’ For the Multi Asset team,
the key is to change the portfolio slowly over time and
constantly bring new ideas into the forum as market
conditions evolve. ‘Ideas are the lifeblood of our
process,’ says Millar.

Bottom
Risk Manager,
Gwilym Satchell

The Invesco Perpetual
Global Targeted Returns
Fund is a representative
account of the Invesco
Perpetual Global Targeted
Returns strategy.
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The fund performance
figure is since inception
(9 September 2013)
to 31 January 2016,
in sterling, mid-to-mid,
and gross of the Ongoing
Charge and the Entry
Charge but net of
portfolio transaction
charges (source: Invesco
Perpetual).
There is no guarantee
that the account will
achieve a positive return
or its target and an
investor may not get back
the full amount invested.

Many problems
one solution?

With capital markets continuing
to present tough challenges,
institutional investors are often faced
with the prospect of taking on more
risk than they are comfortable with
to achieve their targets. Journalist
Ceri Jones takes a look at why
investors have been increasingly
shifting towards multi asset strategies.
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Broad-based market
sell-offs can create
significant issues for
some pension funds

Investors have been embracing multi asset
strategies with uncharacteristic fervour. Research
firm Spence Johnson estimates that the diversified
growth fund market (a near proxy for multi asset
investing) was worth £124bn at the end of 2014,
up by 15% on 2013, and is set to rise by another
76% to £218bn by 2019.
Multi asset strategies look to address several
pressing concerns facing the market, from the dearth
of opportunity in traditional assets, to the difficulty
of constructing appropriate solutions for pension
schemes that require growth with low volatility.
Multi asset funds have evolved significantly over
the last ten years, and now offer a model that not
only offers the potential for equity-like returns for
bond-like risk, using diversification across asset classes
to smooth performance, but a broad opportunity set
that includes derivatives such as futures, swaps and
options. Managers use dozens of strategy strands, a
far cry from traditional balanced funds that typically
consisted of just equities and bonds, and whose
performance reflects their successes or otherwise in
timing the market.
For many pension schemes, the financial crisis
of 2008-09 was a turning point in understanding that
markets sometimes move faster than an organisation
is set up to cope with. Schemes in general have also
tired of the governance burden of running a number
of specialist managers, and see these funds as a
convenient and low-maintenance means of accessing
alternatives. At the same time, finding investment
strategies with the potential to perform when
traditional asset classes are under pressure is of obvious
appeal to schemes, many of whom lack this kind of
specialist capability.
The typical approach is for a scheme to replace
between 10% and 50% of its equity allocation with
a multi asset solution, but some have adopted these
strategies for their entire beta allocation given the
broad diversification offered. This is partly a function
of the maturity of defined benefit pension schemes,
many of which have implemented liability-driven
investment (LDI) strategies. As they move along
the glide path to full funding, the labour-intensive
growth portion of their portfolios shrinks, which
has encouraged the closure of in-house investment
and asset allocation capabilities. Increasingly, the
responsibility is shipped out to an external CIO
or fiduciary manager, who themselves rely heavily
on diversified growth funds, often blending a
combination of two or more.
The shift towards multi asset solutions is also
a direct response to the dearth of opportunities across
the investment world, where valuations have been at
historical highs, risk premia have all but disappeared
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Capital markets
in 2016 continue
to present tough
challenges for
institutional investors
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and every basis point of return is harder to come by.
Investors are faced with the prospect of taking on
more risk than they are comfortable with to achieve
their targets. Sponsors have a regulatory obligation
to monitor their funding gap and anything that
increases their return per unit of risk and reduces
balance sheet volatility is desirable.
The same is true in the fixed income markets,
where yields are at all-time lows, and a diversified
strategy can instead fulfil the low-risk, low-volatility
role in portfolios. For some investors, this can
simply mean capital preservation, as they seek to
consolidate gains after the recent bull run. For others,
it can mean managed access to income-generating
assets such as real estate, infrastructure and private
equity segments where there is still interesting
potential. For example, asset-backed securities and
mortgage-backed securities attracted poor publicity
in the financial crisis, but now enjoy a more secure
regulatory environment. Some pension funds have
been using multi asset portfolios to match their
liabilities, using instruments such as preference
shares that can yield as much as 6%.
The sweet spot in this incredibly varied universe
is occupied by asset managers that are able to
deploy a wide range of strategies such as long/short
equity, managed futures and currency management
alongside more traditional techniques. Their goals and
techniques may be comparable to some hedge funds;
however, instead of potentially paying 2% and 20%
fees, the investor typically pays 50 to 70 basis points
and enjoys daily liquidity. The twin features of lower
costs and greater transparency have been particularly
sought after by local government pension schemes.
In response to growing allocations seen in
recent years there has been a proliferation of ‘multi
asset’ funds; however, many of these are merely
re-labelled ‘multi-manager’ strategies. Discerning
investors will want to ensure they are buying into a
strategy run by an experienced and specialised team,
who have clear return and volatility targets that both
shape and control the investment strategies they
gain exposure to.
Alongside institutional allocations, much of the
future growth in multi asset investing is expected from
the retail market, where UCITS III and UCITS IV
allow funds to hold assets such as derivatives,
private equity and exchange traded funds to develop
sophisticated strategies. Low-volatility growth
funds can be a good fit for default funds in defined
contribution pension schemes which take 80%-90%
of the inflows in accumulation and may also be
suitable for the post-retirement phase following the
introduction of the new pension freedoms in the UK
in April. They conform to DC platform requirements
and also come in below the Regulator’s charging cap
of 75 basis points.
The coming months will be a key test for multi
asset mandates now that the interest rate cycle in the
US has turned and expectations are that the UK will
follow. Bonds have for a long time been considered
a positive diversifier in multi asset portfolios but past
diversification is not a guide to future risk.
In the past, when interest rates have been low
and then started rising, equity markets have still
performed relatively strongly, captured by a negative
correlation between equities and bonds. However,

© John Ross/Invesco

The shift towards
multi asset solutions
is also a direct response
to the dearth of
opportunities across
the investment world

The coming months will
be a key test for multi
asset mandates now that
the interest rate cycle in
the US has turned...
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more recently, any signal that the policy landscape
could change significantly, such as the taper tantrum
of 2013, has hurt both bond and equity markets.
Today, as we start with the yield on US benchmark
10-year notes below 2.00%, bond markets may not
provide the anticipated cushion. In these dynamic and
unpredictable markets where correlations can rapidly
change, it is important that portfolios are stresstested exhaustively against a variety of different
Jones managers know precisely what
scenariosCeri
to ensure
risks they are taking in their funds.
Multi asset mandates are often added to existing
portfolios to provide a bolster against a broad-based
sell-off in the major asset classes, so incorporating
some form of downside risk mitigation is an important
element of the process. It is here that the skilful
application of derivatives can have a measurable
effect on reducing overall portfolio risk.
For DB pension schemes, multi asset managers
have been deployed within growth portfolios as a way
of de-risking and delivering a diversified and therefore
less volatile source of return that is aligned with plan
objectives. These attributes also translate well in the
DC sector, where offering a multi asset approach
within the life styling process provides investors with
the potential dual benefit of lower volatility and longer
access to ‘growth assets’ through decumulation and
even into the post-retirement phase.
In that context, there is every reason to expect the
interest in multi asset strategies to continue gathering
pace: different investors will use such strategies
for different reasons at different times, but the trend
towards multi asset is now well established.

Ceri Jones is an
award-winning freelance
financial journalist
with more than three
decades of experience
writing about retail and
institutional investment.
A former editor
of Investors Chronicle
magazine, Ceri
writes regularly for
a broad range of
newspapers, magazines
and specialist titles.
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Balancing
risk and reward

There is no
guarantee this target
will be achieved.

1

2

UK Representative
Account of Invesco
Perpetual’s Global
Targeted Returns
strategy (gross): start
date 9 September 2013.

‘Promet’: humanoid
robot developed by
AIST, Japan

The Global Targeted Returns strategy has two explicit
targets. The first is to generate positive returns in all
market conditions – more specifically, the strategy aims
to deliver a gross return of 3-month sterling LIBOR
plus 5% over a rolling, three-year period.
The strategy is just over two thirds of the way
through its first three-year period, so it is still early
to be gauging performance against its long-term
objectives. However, Figure 1 shows that the Invesco
Perpetual Global Targeted Return Fund has, on
balance, kept pace with global equities in its first
two years and is ahead of its 3-month sterling LIBOR
plus 5% target return.
The fund has returned 17.92% since inception
to the end of January 2016, this equates to 7.13%¹
on an annualised basis and is comfortably above its
gross target of 3-month sterling LIBOR plus 5%. By
comparison, over the same period, the MSCI World
index has returned 15.64% and the FTSE All-Share
index 3.43%.
Perhaps the most important aspect of this chart
though is that it also demonstrates that the portfolio
has been significantly less volatile than the index,
offering a level of stability when equity markets have
experienced sharp sell-offs. So, participating in the
upside, while largely avoiding the downside. Indeed,
the second explicit target of the strategy is to deliver
its targeted returns with less than half the volatility of
global equities, again over rolling three-year periods.
Each month, we provide an update of the independent
risk numbers for each idea and also the expected risk
at a portfolio level when the ideas are combined – it is
important that the total independent risk (the team
Fig 1. Keeping pace with global equities

Sept
13

targets between 66% and 133% of global equity
risk) is sufficient to achieve the targeted return and
the expected portfolio risk is less than half that of
global equities. The difference between the two is
the expected diversification benefit of the different
ideas working together.
The period since the launch of the strategy
has been an interesting one for volatility. Initially,
global monetary policy conspired to keep volatility
historically low across asset classes. However,
during the third quarter of 2015 a combination of
doubts around the future path of Chinese economic
growth and nervousness about the US Federal
Reserve’s intentions for interest rates saw volatility
return to financial markets in a significant way
and the VIX index, a popular measure of US stock
market volatility, spiked. December also saw a
bout of volatility and, at the time of writing, the
opening days of 2016 were proving particularly
challenging.
What is important for the Multi Asset team is
that the expected portfolio volatility predicted by
its risk models, shown in Figure 2 (over page),
is matched in real terms. The portfolio is continually
subjected to stress and scenario tests to assess
whether there is enough embedded diversification
to cope with a changing market environment, but
how does this testing translate to the ‘real’ world?
Again, with the proviso that the strategy has only
completed two years of its first three-year period,
the realised volatility of the fund (as measured by
the standard deviation of its weekly returns since
inception) at the end of December was 3.80%,
MSCI World
Invesco Perpetual Global Targeted Returns Fund
UK 3-month LIBOR + 5% (return target)

Sept
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Sept
15
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The Global Targeted Returns strategy reached its two-year
anniversary in September 2015. Here, we look at how it has fared
versus its return and volatility targets; and Product Director
Georgina Taylor looks at some of the ideas that have helped the
portfolio since launch.
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100
95
Past performance is not a guide to future returns. For illustrative purposes only. All figures are to 31 January 2016. The Invesco Perpetual
Global Targeted Returns Fund is a representative account of the Invesco Perpetual Global Targeted Returns strategy. Fund performance
figures are since inception (9 September 2013), in sterling, mid-to-mid, and gross of the Ongoing Charge and the Entry Charge but net
of portfolio transaction charges (source: Invesco Perpetual). The MSCI World Index figures are total return, in sterling, rebased to 100 at
9 September 2013 (Source of indices: Bloomberg).
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comfortably less than half the realised volatility of
the MSCI World Index over the same period, which
measured 12.31%3. So far, so good.
Ideas in focus
At the end January 2016, the Global Targeted
Returns strategy included 26 ideas that span five
asset types and five continents. The key for the team
is taking a macro idea or theme and making sure that
idea is represented through the right asset type and
instrument in order to capture the potential returns
over time.
The strategy’s portfolio is constructed in such a
way that it would be on target to deliver 5% gross
over UK 3-month LIBOR if the majority of ideas
work at any time, as each idea is sized to contribute
between 25bps and 50bps to portfolio returns per
year. Since inception to end December 2015, of 38
ideas that have been in and in many cases continue to

be in the portfolio, 22 have provided positive returns,
11 have been negative and 5 about neutral.
However, it is important to point out that we are
not creating a ‘portfolio of best ideas’: rather the
Multi Asset team looks for good investment ideas and
then tries to construct what they believe is the best
combination of those ideas. That means not all ideas
will be included. This could be down to a lack of return
potential, too much independent risk or because an
idea does not combine well with other portfolio ideas.
It is all about good ideas that work well together
in order to achieve genuine diversification – and it
is this diversification that has helped keep overall
portfolio volatility low despite the challenges faced by
global financial markets since the strategy’s launch.
Against this backdrop, it has been crucial that each of
the ideas we might include had strong enough macro
and fundamental drivers to underpin its potential to
contribute to the return target.

Source: Bloomberg
as at 31 January 2016.
MSCI World; total return,
in sterling.
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Multi Asset Product Director Georgina Taylor takes a look
at some of the types of ideas that have had an impact on
performance over the first two years or so:

Fig 2. The expected diversification from combining ideas
Investment ideas
Volatility – UK Equity vs Rates
Volatility – Japanese Yen vs US Dollar
Volatility – Australian Dollar vs US Dollar
Volatility – Asian Equities vs US Equities
Interest Rates – UK
Interest Rates – Sweden vs Europe
Interest Rates – Swap Spreads
Interest Rates – Selective EM Debt
Interest Rates – European Curve Steepener
Interest Rates – Australia vs Europe
Equity – US Staples vs Discretionary
Equity – US Large Cap vs Small Cap
Equity – Japan
Equity – Germany

Currency – US Dollar vs Euro
Currency – US Dollar vs Canadian Dollar
Currency – Norwegian Krone vs UK Pound
Currency – Japanese Yen vs Korean Won
Currency – Indian Rupee vs Chinese Renminbi
Currency – Chilean Peso vs Australian Dollar
Credit – European Curve Flattener
I deas expressed through Invesco Perpetual /
Invesco strategies
Credit – Selective Credit
Equity – UK
Equity – Selective Asia Exposure
Equity – Global
Equity – European Divergence
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Taking a view on two global economies
We expressed our idea that long-term
economic growth dynamics favoured
the US over Europe in the currency
space by pairing a long US dollar – short
euro position. This proved to be a
very well timed investment as the euro
moved in response to the European
Central Bank being forced to act in its
fight against deflation. Another similar
position favouring the US dollar over the
Canadian dollar also performed well at
the portfolio level.

Volatility as an asset class
On the downside, some of our volatility
ideas struggled during the first year as
loose monetary policy globally combined
to keep volatility levels at record lows.
However, we retained our view that
volatility would return to more ‘normal’
levels and we were rewarded in 2015
when volatility returned to global markets.
Our volatility positions were vital in
maintaining a positive portfolio return
profile during the recent China-related
market turbulence.

Opportunities in difficult places
One of our best performing ideas was our
relative view on two emerging market
currencies, pairing a long position in the
Brazilian real with a short position in the
Chilean peso. We believed the economic
backdrop in the two countries would lead
to a divergence in monetary policy and
this was borne out with a series of interest
rate hikes in Brazil and a series of interest
rate cuts in Chile. We closed the position in
September 2014 ahead of the presidential
election in Brazil, as the drivers of the
idea were starting to change and the idea
had already delivered significant returns.

Diversified alpha
Our UK equity idea has also performed
strongly. The UK market itself has
made steady but by no means
spectacular gains since we launched
the strategy. However, to implement
this idea we followed the investment
strategy of two of our Henley-based
colleagues and isolated their ability to
select companies that offer good value
by selling equity futures against the
UK equity market.

Total independent risk 14.67%3

Diversification benefit

14
12
10
8

50% of global equity risk4

6
Total portfolio risk 4.10% 2

4
2
0

Source: Invesco Perpetual as at 31 January 2015. 1There is no guarantee this target will be achieved. For illustrative purposes only.
Portfolio risk – the expected volatility of the portfolio as measured by the standard deviation of the current portfolio of ideas over the last
three and a half years. 3Independent risk – the expected volatility of an individual idea as measured by its standard deviation over the last
three and a half years. 4Global equity risk is the expected volatility of the MSCI World index as measured by its standard deviation over
the last three and a half years, 12.45% on 31 January 2015. The information shown relates to the Invesco Perpetual Global Targeted
Returns Fund, based on market conditions as at 31 January 2016, subject to change.
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Pinpointing exposure
Interest rates ideas with targeted
exposure in US and European duration
were another source of alpha for us
during a broad-based rally for bonds,
which lasted from inception until early
2015. For example, for our US duration
idea, we bought 30-year US bonds
relative to 10-year US bonds. Although
we changed the implementation of
the idea and eventually removed it in
February 2015, this idea was another
very strong performer.

Is volatility
here to stay?

Stormy skies over
the City of London

© Fredrik Naumann/Panos Pictures

Since the third quarter of 2015, volatility returned with a bang.
The big question for those who look to profit from variations in
the pricing of volatility is whether it will persist. We spoke to one
of Invesco Perpetual’s Multi Asset fund managers, Dave Jubb,
to get his view.
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Concerns about the impact of a low oil price and
slowing Chinese economic growth, alongside
a potential US interest rate rise, created challenging
market conditions during the summer. Events were
seemingly triggered by the Chinese authorities’
decision to devalue the renminbi early in August
in a failed attempt to prop up local equity markets.
Monday 24 August was particularly brutal as fears
of a Chinese slowdown caused stocks to nosedive
across the globe: the VIX index, measuring volatility,
spiked to 41 points, its highest level since October
2011 and £74 billion was wiped off the value of UK
shares alone that day as panic selling took hold.
Then came the US Federal Reserve’s (Fed) hotly
anticipated Open Market Committee meeting in
mid-September. In the end, policymakers voted
to keep interest rates near zero due to concerns that
the US economy was not strong enough to withstand
‘recent global economic and financial developments’.
After that, the Fed made its intentions clear that
if economic conditions permitted, a December
interest rate rise could be on the cards. This time the
Fed followed through, although they were at great
pains to underline the gradual nature of any future
rate hikes. In the UK, it is also widely expected that
the Bank of England will look to raise rates in 2016
if the economy continues to strengthen. The actions
of the Fed and potentially the Bank of England are
at odds with multiple central banks across the globe,
not least the European Central Bank and the Bank
of Japan, which are in the throes of fresh quantitative
easing programmes.
This divergence in monetary policies, coupled
with the potential for global growth scares, could
mean that volatility is here to stay. If this is the case,
Invesco Perpetual’s Multi Asset fund managers
David Millar, Dave Jubb and Richard Batty are more
than prepared.
Since they launched the Multi Asset strategy
at Invesco Perpetual, they have had a number of
ideas that have been implemented to benefit from
a potential rise in volatility from historically low levels.
‘We still think that. And the reasons we think that
are mostly the same as before: that volatility can
be quashed, mainly by what the authorities, central
banks and governments are doing to try to keep the
economy on track,’ explains Jubb. ‘Inevitably, this has
meant they have kept asset prices high and volatility
low for most of the last five years.’
There are consequences to this course of action.
Ultimately, as a number of central banks look to
unwind quantitative easing, one of the biggest
financial experiments in history, volatility cannot be
controlled in the same way.
That is why the team was well positioned for the
volatility that arrived during the summer and autumn
of 2015 by having ideas that could benefit from
rising volatility. ‘We did make some profits and in
a sense that offset some of the losses that we made
elsewhere, from our equity investments for example,’
says Jubb.
During the three months to the end of September
2015, when market volatility picked up, the Invesco
Perpetual Global Targeted Returns Fund1 posted a
1.3% return compared to a 4.83% loss in global
equities, as measured by the MSCI World Index and
a decline of -6.61% in the FTSE All-Share index2.
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, the strategy’s three
volatility ideas all contributed strongly to the fund’s
performance during the quarter.
The aim is that each of the portfolio ideas, which
are currently grouped across equities, interest rates,
credit, currencies and volatility, is able to provide a
positive return in the team’s two- to three-year view
of the world. Currently, the team believes that higher
levels of market volatility are likely to persist and cites
divergent economic policy and non-market forces
(such as political interference) as possible triggers.
‘Should volatility be lower, then some of those
ideas won’t work as well. If volatility is higher, then
clearly some of them will come through. The design
of the portfolio is such that each of our ideas should
perform, at least to some extent, in our central
scenario, which will help generate our target return.’
‘What we can’t do is to generate performance in
every idea all at the same time. It is a mix of ideas,
some of which will do better at times than others,’
Jubb explains.
So if volatility is here to stay, how can returns
be generated? In Jubb’s view, volatility can create
a big opportunity to make gains. Understanding how
to do this is where the real challenge lies. Invesco
Perpetual’s Multi Asset team views volatility as the
‘new defensive asset’. With this in mind they have
been buyers of volatility through instruments such
as volatility swaps.
‘In the portfolio, we have a long UK equity volatility
position against a short volatility position in the
interest rates market, so if events unfold as expected
and equities become more volatile, we will realise a
higher profit from those particular trades,’ says Jubb.
As the market recognises that volatility is
returning, it can become more expensive to buy.
However, Jubb and the team suggest it is still possible
to pick up volatility at attractive prices in specific
areas. He highlights the portfolio’s exposure to the
volatility of European banks as a good example,
which currently features in one of the equity ideas.
‘We think the risks inherent in the bank sector
are not recognised, at least in the volatility market,
as highly as they should be. So we feel we can pick
up bank volatility still at good levels now, even
though for the last few months banks have been
underperforming and the risks associated with the
sector have been highlighted in the news recently,’
he says.
Structured products represent another area
where the team has been able to buy volatility at
a relatively attractive price. In a low interest rate
environment, Jubb notes that the search for yield has
spurred structured product providers to innovate. In
some cases, providers have sold volatility to generate
an income for their customers, which ultimately
pushes the price of volatility down.

Representative account
of the Invesco Perpetual
Global Targeted Returns
strategy.

1

Index figures are total
return, in sterling.
Source: Bloomberg and
Morningstar as at 30
September 2015.

2

Fund performance figures
are shown in sterling
on a mid-to-mid basis,
inclusive of reinvested
income and gross of the
Ongoing Charge and
the Entry Charge but net
of portfolio transaction
costs. (Source: Invesco
Perpetual).

Investment
ideas

1
Rates lower for longer
Transcending the ‘will they,
won’t they’ interest rate
debate, the team pinpointed
a way to potentially benefit
from the macro themes that
drive policy
2
Competitive devaluation
As Japan’s aggressive
monetary policy devalued
the yen and undercut the
won, South Korea’s troubles
produced an interesting
opportunity for Invesco
Perpetual’s Global Targeted
Returns strategy
3
Can Sweden escape Europe’s
deflationary grasp?
While the market has
consistently set the
Scandinavian country
apart from its European
neighbours, the team
believes Sweden cannot
escape its reliance on
eurozone fortunes
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1

Automated car
production plant
in California, USA.
2015 was a record
year for auto sales
in the US

Monetary policy has been a key driver of markets
in the years since the financial crisis and, perhaps
unsurprisingly, the timing of any lift-off of interest rates
from historically low levels in both the US and UK has
been the subject of feverish speculation for some time.
While Invesco Perpetual’s Multi Asset team does not take
a view on precise timings, they do look for ways
of benefiting from the macro themes that drive policy.
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Investment idea
Rates lower for longer
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Managing the Global Targeted Returns strategy,
the team is constantly on the look-out for emerging
macroeconomic themes that may lead to new
investment ideas. One question they have repeatedly
been asked relates to future interest rate rises, in the
US or indeed the UK. And, now that the US rate has
moved upwards, what next?
‘Our view of the world since launch has been
one of cautious optimism, which has served us
well as global growth has remained subdued and
interest rates have been at record lows. Rather than
speculating on when interest rates may rise or how
quickly, we have the freedom to implement ideas
that better reflect the uncertain global outlook in any
asset type,’ says Product Director Georgina Taylor.
‘Heightened nervousness in financial markets
also means the ability to take relative views within
asset classes is invaluable,’ says Taylor. The ‘will they,
won’t they’ debate over the US Federal Reserve’s (Fed)
decision to raise interest rates hit fever pitch during
September. The Fed opted to keep rates on hold citing
low inflation, soft exports and ‘recent global economic
and financial developments’ and, although Fed chair
Janet Yellen insisted that it would be appropriate
to raise rates later in 2015, market expectations
for a rate rise shifted into 2016. Then, in October,
market expectations shifted back towards December
when Yellen dropped some of the cautious wording
and dropped heavy hints that the Fed would move
imminently before they eventually did raise rates
in December. Even when the rise in interest rates
did arrive, the Fed were at great pains to underline
that the pace of any further increases would be
very gradual. In other words, the strength of the US
economic recovery was very much still in question.
Taylor explains the rationale and implementation
of one equity idea in the portfolio, which plays one
sector versus another in the US and which the
team believes could boost performance against this
backdrop. ‘We believe that forward earnings estimates
for US consumer staples stocks better reflect this
uncertain macro environment, whereas those for US
consumer discretionary stocks may be too optimistic,’
says Taylor.
The team’s research shows that, typically, the
more cyclical consumer discretionary stocks trade on
a valuation discount to the consumer staples stocks,
which have a more stable earnings outlook. ‘This is
currently not the case and therefore it is the relative
valuation between the two sectors that we believe
could lead to the relative outperformance of staples
versus discretionary stocks in our central economic
scenario,’ adds Taylor.
This valuation argument is reflected in Figure 1,
which shows the strong outperformance of
discretionary stocks versus staples since the end of
2009. In addition, the team points to some evidence
of potential headwinds in the current economic
environment – such as slowing retail sales and a
build-up in inventories (Figure 2).
These developments support the team’s view
that the consumer staples sector could be poised
for outperformance. ‘We also believe that the more
defensive staples sector should perform better than
the discretionary sector in the event of a market
downturn, which has historically been the case and
is reflected in the idea having a negative correlation
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with equity markets over time,’ says Taylor.
This is obviously a very useful characteristic of
the idea and should increase diversification within a
portfolio. This was borne out during the recent market
sell-off with this idea being one of the positives for the
portfolio despite the correction in equity markets.
Taylor also explains that when formulating ideas,
the team also speaks to fellow fund managers within
Invesco to hear their views before an idea is added to
the portfolio. In this instance, the team was able to
consult their US–based colleagues to hear their views
on the potential for the idea.
‘Our colleagues don’t always agree with us but
hearing other views can only deepen our knowledge
around the idea,’ says Taylor.
To implement this idea, the team used sector
index futures, so they purchased S&P 500 Consumer
Staples sector index futures and at the same time
sold S&P 500 Consumer Discretionary sector index
futures. This means the portfolio will be rewarded if
the market starts to recognise that there should be
more of a valuation gap between the two sectors,
given ongoing economic uncertainty.

Our view of the world
since launch has been
one of cautious optimism,
which has served us well
as global growth has
remained subdued and
interest rates have
remained at record lows

The Multi Asset team
focuses on emerging
macroeconomic themes
that may lead to new
investment ideas

Fig 1. US consumer discretionary
stocks have outperformed
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Source: Bloomberg as at 31 December 2015. Performance rebased to 100 as at 1 January 2010.
Consumer staples
The consumer staples
sector comprises
companies whose
businesses are less
sensitive to economic
cycles. It includes
manufacturers and
distributors of food,
beverages and tobacco
and producers of nondurable household goods
and personal products.
It also includes food and
drug retailing companies
as well as hypermarkets
and consumer
supercentres. (Global
Industry Classification
Standard definition)

Fig 2. US retail stocks have been building
inventory as sales have slowed
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Consumer discretionary
The consumer
discretionary sector
encompasses those
industries that tend to
be the most sensitive
to economic cycles. Its
manufacturing segment
includes automotive,
household durable goods,
textiles & apparel and
leisure equipment. The
services segment includes
hotels, restaurants and
other leisure facilities,
media production and
services, and consumer
retailing and services.
(Global Industry
Classification Standard
definition)
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1.35
1.30

2

Osaka, Japan.
The weaker yen has
put pressure on
South Korean exports

Central bank actions have been the driving force
of financial markets for quite some time, with
ultra-loose monetary policy inflating the value
of certain assets. Their real aim is to spur economic
growth and, while central banks will rarely admit
it, one hoped for by-product of any monetary easing
is the weakening of domestic currencies to boost
a country’s competitiveness.
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Investment idea
Competitive devaluation
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South Korean won
Japanese yen
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In Japan, aggressive
monetary stimulus
over the last couple
of years has
translated into
a weaker yen

© John Ross/Invesco

Fig 1. South Korean won versus the Japanese yen
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Fig 2. Export growth – Japan versus South Korea
(March 2012 – Dec 2015)
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Source: Bloomberg as at 31 December 2015.
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Mar
13

Japan export growth
South Korea export growth
Mar
14

Mar
15

The Multi Asset team has looked at the relationship
between two currencies in Asia that are close
competitors in global trade and identified an
opportunity to potentially benefit from industry
pressure to loosen monetary policy.
In Japan, aggressive monetary stimulus over the
last couple of years has translated into a weaker yen
and this has started to feed through to the country’s
corporate sector.
This has been a particular challenge for
neighbouring countries such as South Korea, whose
currency has strengthened in comparison (Figure 1)
and therefore decreased the competitiveness of its
export-oriented economy. The team believes it can
take advantage of the disparity between these two
currencies and the potential for monetary policy
action by the Bank of Korea.
‘We believe that the South Korean government
can’t stand by while a tumbling yen undercuts their
economy’s competitiveness. We anticipate it will take
action against the strong won in the long term,’ says
Product Director, Georgina Taylor. ‘In fact, the Bank
of Korea already cut its interest rate in June, and it
has now reached a record low of 1.50%.’
The move followed interest rate cuts by numerous
central banks since the beginning of 2015, including
direct competitors in the Asian region such as
Thailand, India, Singapore, Australia and Indonesia.
However, despite this move, October still saw South
Korea register a 15.8% drop in exports from one
year before (Figure 2) – the largest decline witnessed
in over six years. If exports keep falling, calls for
further government action will increase, as the
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South Korean economy is primarily driven by exports.
Further declines may well be on the horizon, if China’s
economy continues to weaken. ‘China is South Korea’s
largest export market, taking about a quarter of its
shipments abroad. The slowdown of China’s economy
is sapping demand for Korean goods,’ says Taylor.
‘This is obviously not ideal for the South Korean
economy, and may provide an impetus for further
rate cuts,’ she adds. Moreover, while South Korea
may enjoy close economic ties with China now, there
is no guarantee this will be the case in future. Export
competition from China is structurally increasing as
China climbs up the value chain, relying on fewer
goods from abroad.
Market consensus indicates that China will also
export more in future, competing directly with South
Korea in the global marketplace. ‘In Japan, the
quantitative easing policy pursued by Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe has led to the fall of the Japanese yen,
which benefited exporters,’ Taylor says. ‘However,
we believe the government there has no interest in
an even weaker yen.’
Taylor admits that quantitative easing is still on
the table, which is a potential risk to this view, but
believes that the yen has gone as far as it needs to go.
‘According to our valuations, the yen was one of the
most undervalued currencies when we implemented
our idea,’ Taylor adds, ‘while the Korean won is
expensive relative to its trading partners. So, we took
a long position in the yen and a short position in its
South Korean counterpart within the Global Targeted
Returns strategy. We did this by using currency
options, which limits our exposure should the yen
suddenly depreciate significantly.’

We believe that the
South Korean government
can’t stand by while
a tumbling yen undercuts
their economy’s
competitiveness. We
anticipate it will take
action against the strong
won in the long term

3

Combining transport
with art on the
Stockholm metro

While the Nordic countries often appear to be a law unto
themselves in terms of monetary policy and economic
strength, they are still heavily dependent on the fortunes
of their near neighbours in Europe and this has provided
some food for thought for the Multi Asset team.
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Investment idea
Can Sweden escape Europe’s
deflationary grasp?
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Sweden faces a number
of hard choices –
vulnerable house prices
if incomes and credit
become constrained,
poor productivity and the
spectre of deflation
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Of particular interest was Sweden where the team
has long held the view that the market is too
optimistic about the Swedish economy. The team
believes that Sweden has an imbalanced and
uncompetitive economy that suffers from poor
productivity and corporate pricing power, which
contrasts sharply with a strong income and creditdriven consumption outlook.
‘I believe these dynamics cannot continue for
too long. Either wage inflation has to moderate,
unemployment will rise (from a relatively high 7%),
or corporates will regain pricing power by raising
prices’ says Multi Asset Fund Manager Richard Batty.
The Swedish Riksbank appears to believe the
latter is the most likely outcome. However, Batty is
not convinced: ‘Personally, I am sceptical on this latter
point as competitive pressures remain high for the
wider corporate sector.’
The central bank has also come under pressure,
due to the European Central Bank (ECB) adopting an
ever-looser policy. Interest rates in Sweden have been
cut repeatedly, demand for cheap debt and house
prices have steadily risen, raising fears of a house
price bubble.
With regards to exports, 70% of Sweden’s exports
go to Western Europe and the US. Meanwhile, the
industrial sector’s size remains 30% smaller than
before the global financial crisis, which Sweden did
not really participate in as it had its own banking crisis
in the early 1990s.
‘Macro data also remains weak in many areas,
including low inflation,’ Batty notes. ‘Sweden faces
a number of hard choices – vulnerable house prices
if incomes and credit become constrained, poor
productivity and the spectre of deflation. Its economic
model has to change for it to compete globally.’
Batty believes that current disinflationary
pressures are not fully reflected in Sweden’s forward
interest rates. Conversely, he believes the opposite
to be true in the eurozone where the full extent of
reflationary measures has perhaps not been priced
into rates markets.
‘Business confidence has been picking up
in Sweden and the eurozone (see Figure 1) with
the economy seeing a cyclical recovery,’ Batty says.
‘Medium-dated interest rates seem too low, while
the yield curve seems too flat, given that the ECB
has hinted at further easing.’
Hence, the Multi Asset team believes that the
difference between long-term Swedish and eurozone
interest rates is too wide.
‘We have isolated this view using forward interest
rate swaps,’ Batty says, ‘where the team expects the
difference between Swedish and eurozone interest
rates to narrow.’ (See Figure 2).

Fig 1. Eurozone business confidence is growing
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Source: Bloomberg as at 31 December 2015.
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A global perspective
Product Director, Clive Emery,
discusses how the Multi Asset
team accesses investment
knowledge from Invesco’s
global network of fund
managers and asset class
specialists, to deliver a truly
global perspective on multi
asset investing
Approving ideas – our
central economic thesis
We summarise the Multi Asset
team’s macro view of the world,
ranging from global growth to
market volatility
Integrating risk
management
While managing risk is vital
to successful investing, it
can attract less attention
when things are going well.
Georgina Taylor outlines
how risk management
forms an integral part of
the investment process
underpinning the global
targeted returns strategy

In
practice

Multi-talented, single focus
David Millar introduces the
Multi Asset team and explains
how it has evolved, adding
personnel with specialist and
complementary skills
360° Q&A		
The team answers a range
of questions from investors
and consultants associated
with multi asset investing
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A global
perspective
Clive Emery
Product Director
Invesco Perpetual
Multi Asset team

Freedom of expression
– art gallery, Paris
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One of the main attractions for the Multi Asset team
in joining Invesco Perpetual back in 2013 was its
reputation for investment excellence and the global
footprint of Invesco.
Invesco Perpetual’s successful, high conviction
and long-term investment approach was a compelling
draw. These elements were supplemented by the
knowledge that there was no house view enforced on
the investment teams, ensuring that the team would
be surrounded by successful, long-term thinkers with
diverse and interesting views – a great antidote to
potential groupthink.
On arriving, David Millar (our Head of Multi Asset)
embedded collegiate interaction at the heart of the
team’s ethos and also made our colleagues an integral
part of the research process, which was named
‘TEAM’. The four steps within this process are finding
a Theme, reviewing the Economics and then the
Analytics of the theme, and lastly speaking to our
fellow fund managers to access their asset class and
geographical expertise to further appraise an idea.
Though idea generation is the responsibility of the
Multi Asset team, we strive to access the intellectual
and investment capital across Invesco’s global
platform to help foster idea generation and identify
long-term, thematic trends. This is achieved by
leveraging off the investment managers around us in
Henley and elsewhere at Invesco. We attend formal
forums, like the Global Equity Group (GEG) and Global
Equity Income Group (GIG) at Invesco Perpetual in
Henley, as well as the Invesco Fixed Income summit
and the Global Investor Forum, both run from Invesco
in Atlanta. However, informal interactions and
conversations are just as important, be it in person,
by email or on the phone.
When attending the internal meetings of the
investment teams in Henley, or when meeting
colleagues on our trips overseas, we listen to their
views on markets and their key investment themes
and will take these on board when reviewing or
implementing new or existing ideas. Examples of this
include the team taking the views of Martin Walker
(Fund Manager, UK equities) into consideration when
reviewing a new idea of going long global oil stocks
relative to global industrials. Another conversation led
to the team reviewing the structure of our European
equity idea, which incorporates a view on the volatility
of the banking sector in Europe as a hedge to the
equity beta in the idea, after a supportive case was
made for European financials by the European
equities team. We also talk regularly to Invesco Ltd’s
Chief Economist John Greenwood; and his concerns
over the Canadian economy are a major input behind
one of our best-performing ideas – selling the
Canadian dollar relative to the US dollar.
If a full research note is written up about an idea,
and 53 ideas were proposed in 2015, then the last of the
four sections in the research note is ‘M’ for Managers.
Here, we incorporate insight and commentary from one
or a number of fund managers who have relevant
expertise in the asset class or geographical region of that
idea. This ensures that, in addition to our colleagues
being a great source of inspiration for our ideas, they
also form part of the review process by casting a
discerning eye over each idea before it is approved.
Then, this is repeated during every formal review
of each idea in the Global Targeted Returns strategy.

This idea-by-idea interaction is augmented by
quarterly Chief Investment Officer (CIO) challenge
meetings that review the portfolio in its entirety.
These meetings, chaired by Nick Mustoe, Invesco
Perpetual’s CIO, are also attended by the heads
of Henley-based investment teams, assuring that
our colleagues evaluate and challenge the portfolio
and the ideas underlying it. In the last meeting in
December 2015, Jeff Taylor’s (Head of European
Equities) input led us to review our European equity
ideas and Stuart Parks’ (Head of Asia) caution on
China led us to adapt the implementation of our
selective Asian equity idea.
As it is clearly easier to interact with our colleagues
in Henley, we persevere to take time on our trips
overseas to see and speak with our colleagues in
Invesco’s other 12 global investment centres. This is
reflected in the record we keep of interactions with
Invesco colleagues: of the 59 separate and specific
interactions with colleagues in Q4 2015, just under
half (27) were with Invesco’s investment teams
outside our Henley base. Global Invesco colleagues
such as Meggan Walsh (Senior Portfolio Manager,
Invesco Fundamental Equities) are leaders in their
fields and have given us valuable insights into specific
US equity sectors that we were looking at. Invesco
Fixed Income, based out of Atlanta and London, has
a host of people who the team are in regular contact
with, and supplements the insights we get from
Invesco Perpetual’s own fixed interest team, led
by Paul Causer and Paul Read. As you might expect,
a range of different views can sometimes emerge.
So, our fellow investment managers have proved
to be a great source of themes for our ideas, and
provide a great check for the ideas we have in the
portfolio. In addition, through our ability to mirror
their strategies in our fund, they provide the potential
for ‘alpha-capture’, which has been an impressive and
beneficial contributor to the returns of the strategy
overall since launch.
Nearly three years since joining Invesco Perpetual,
the contribution of the Manager element within our
‘TEAM’ process has surpassed our expectations, due
to the openness and willingness of all our colleagues
here in Henley and around the world to meet with us,
discuss market developments and review, comment
and contribute to our ideas. Their actions are a
testament to the collegiate culture at Invesco. We are
very grateful to them all.

Our fellow investment
managers have proved
to be a great source
of themes for our ideas,
and provide a great check
for the ideas we have in
the strategy
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Approving ideas –
our central
economic thesis

As part of its investment process, the Multi Asset
team meets on a monthly basis to debate its macro
view of the world, from which they form the team’s
‘central economic thesis’. It is against this hypothetical
backdrop that each idea must be able to provide
a positive return.
‘Every one of our investment ideas has to be
judged against our central economic thesis in order
to see if it can deliver a potential positive return
against that thesis on a two- to three-year view,’ says
David Millar, Head of Multi Asset at Invesco Perpetual.
It’s important to note that the sourcing of ideas
comes first in the investment management process,
then they are tested against the central view to help
the team forecast potential return expectations for
the Global Targeted Returns strategy. If an idea fails
to produce a positive return in the team’s central
economic scenario, the idea will be rejected at this
stage of the process. The central economic view can
also be used to help structure an idea or to change
the implementation of an idea in order to make sure
it best reflects the core view of the team.
As with all the ideas that go into the portfolio,
the team can call on the expertise of their
Invesco Perpetual and Invesco colleagues in forming
this central view and, in this instance, the views
of John Greenwood, Invesco Ltd’s renowned Chief
Economist, play a major part.
Every idea must have the correct risk characteristics
and earn its right to join the portfolio by contributing
to an ideal blend of risk and return. It is the careful
construction and combining of ideas that provides the
diversification within the portfolio.
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Low, but positive, global
economic growth
– Longer-term structural
growth rates will
remain subdued
– Inventory and profitability
concerns a potential
drag on consumption-led
US growth
– Cyclical European
recovery challenged
by long-term economic
adjustment in China

Uncertain market impacts
from changing liquidity
– Continued low short
interest rates but potential for
some rises (e.g. UK, US)
– Strains in funding markets
imply monetary tightening
(e.g. US$ shortages in EM)
– Doubts over the real economy
benefits from central bank
action e.g. Japan

Low inflation continues
globally
– Ongoing competitive
currency devaluation to
keep inflation subdued
– Underlying inflation low as
structural factors remain
e.g. debt overhang
– Tightening labour markets
(e.g. US) risk a cyclical pickup in inflation

Select opportunities in
risk assets
– Navigate equity valuations
carefully; earnings trends
help differentiate regions
– Demand for yield distorting
fixed income valuation;
US credit fairer priced
– Diversified alpha as an
additional source of value
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Every one of our
investment ideas has
to be judged against
our central economic
thesis in order to
see if it can deliver
a potential positive
return against that
thesis on a two- to
three-year view

Higher levels of market
volatility to persist
– Divergent economic policy
globally to underpin higher
levels of absolute volatility
– Volatility likely from
non-market forces,
e.g. political interference
– Long-term impacts from
the misallocation of capital,
e.g. commodities

Integrating risk
management
Georgina Taylor
Product Director,
Invesco Perpetual
Multi Asset team

Europe’s spaceport,
Guiana Space Center

Managing risk is a vital ingredient to successful
investing, and yet it is an element that may often
attract less attention when things are going well.
History can provide countless examples of those who
hoped to capture returns in a rising market, only to
suffer losses when the boom turned into a bust.
Even Isaac Newton could not claim immunity – after
having lost a fortune in the South Sea Bubble, he
reportedly said: ‘I can calculate the movement of the
stars but not the madness of men.’
What is often missing is a diligent investment
process – one in which the evaluation of risk is more
than a mere afterthought. For the Multi Asset team
managing our Global Targeted Returns strategy,
risk management forms an integral part of the
investment process. This is evident in our team
structure. While our three fund managers (David
Millar, Dave Jubb and Richard Batty) take ultimate
responsibility for all investment ideas, our team
also includes a risk manager, Gwilym Satchell, and
a risk analyst, Mike Marshall, who are tasked with
reviewing and providing advice on the risk attached
to each investment idea prior to any final decisions
being made.
Our risk management process can be divided
into two primary activities. Firstly, we examine
investment ideas for their diversification benefits
and risk dynamics, the results of which could lead to
the rejection of an otherwise compelling investment
idea. In March 2014, for example, we considered
several new and, what we believed to be, attractive
investment ideas as well as changes to trading
implementations of existing ideas. One of these ideas
was currency-based, setting the Polish zloty against
the Czech koruna. In our view, the Polish zloty
seemed more attractive due to Poland’s stronger
economic outlook. It boasted more robust GDP
figures and retail sales that surpassed those of its
regional rival. Return expectations were in line with
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the two- to three-year return expectations we target
across the portfolio per investment idea, so we began
to look at what impact it would have on our portfolio.
Other portfolio changes were being considered
at the same time, and we noted that adding the Polish
zloty vs Czech koruna idea increased the volatility
of our simulated portfolio most. The idea was
therefore rejected in favour of other changes, which
produced a lower volatility and which also met our
return expectations.
In contrast, we reviewed another currency-based
investment idea in mid-2014, which involved setting
the Indian rupee against the Chinese renminbi.
India has been slowly reforming its economy and
its currency looked cheap relative to the Chinese
renminbi. We also felt that it was in China’s interest
to weaken its currency to ensure its competitiveness.
An improving budget deficit and GDP in India
relative to China also supported our view. Of all the
investment ideas being reviewed at the time, adding
the Indian rupee vs Chinese renminbi trade into our
simulated portfolio indicated a less volatile outcome
and was accepted and implemented.
The second pillar of our risk management process
is hypothetical scenario testing. This aims to examine
how ‘possible but not probable’ economic scenarios
may impact the performance of the strategy. To do
so, we gather the views and opinions of a wide variety
of individuals (team members, other investment
colleagues and external researchers) who can suggest
relevant economic scenarios that can be defined in
terms of potential market movements. The key is to
collect a diverse set of opinions and avoid groupthink.
Fig 1. Investment idea with tight
distribution of potential returns

The scenarios are then clustered into themes to
produce a manageable number of scenarios.
Next, we use quantitative analysis. We start by
amassing as much historical data as possible in order
to capture as much variety in historical relationships
as we can. A risk model is then constructed for each
rolling window (typically one year) in the data, which
is used to imply the returns for the underlying markets
we are invested in, based on the definitions of a given
scenario. This is done in such a way that we are able to
stress-test both correlations and volatilities of assets
in a coherent manner. From the projected moves in
the underlying markets we are able to revalue each
of the positions in the strategy, and look at the change
in value of the portfolio. This exercise is repeated for
every window from the available historical dataset
in order to gather as much information as possible
about the potential impact on the strategy. The
results are best represented in a histogram. This can
be either a reasonably tight distribution (Figure 1),
which indicates that the result is not that sensitive
to the varying correlations between markets, or a
wide distribution (Figure 2), which can indicate either
sensitivity to a particular regime or uncertainty in the
possible outcome.
This distribution is in itself very useful, but
should there be a wide range of possible outcomes
we would need to establish the most probable of
them. We do this by weighting each historical period
to the probability that a certain scenario had in the
risk model defined for that period. To think about this
more intuitively, if we have a scenario where bonds
and equities are positively correlated, we will weigh
Weighted average of all possible portfolio returns
Weighted average of possible portfolio returns
during the most recent data period

Simulation count (100 – 600)
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Portfolio returns

-0.05
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Hypothetical scenario
testing: Examines
how ‘possible but not
probable’ economic
scenarios may impact
the performance of
the strategy

We believe that our in-team
efforts, combined with
the support of the firmwide functions, provide
our strategy with a robust
method of managing risk
Fig 2. Investment idea with wide
distribution of potential return
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Weighted average of all possible portfolio returns
Weighted average of possible portfolio returns 
during the most recent data period

Simulation count (0 –150)

600
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more heavily on estimates established from periods
where the correlation was positive – these probably
provide a better estimate of how other assets are
likely to behave. The weighted average of all the
possible portfolio returns in a particular scenario is
then used to get a best estimate. In Figures 1 and 2,
this is represented by the purple vertical line. The pink
line represents the most recent data window.
However, it is important to note that there are
limits to a quantitative system that relies purely on
realised relationships. The interpretation of the results
eventually relies on judgement, and fund manager
skill therefore remains important. In addition, risk
management for the Global Targeted Returns strategy
does not stop with our Multi Asset team. Other
functions across Invesco Perpetual, such as the
Independent Risk Function (IRF) and the Investment
Oversight Function, provide additional risk oversight
and governance. The IRF, for example, carries
out historical stress testing for our strategy. This
illustrates how our portfolio would have performed
during outlier events, which have impacted financial
markets in the past, such as the 9/11 terrorist attack
in the US or the subprime crisis and its aftermath.
The Investment Oversight team facilitates the Chief
Investment Officer challenge process, in which
fund managers are interrogated to understand the
rationale behind portfolio positioning and why certain
decisions have been made, and to examine whether
the risks taken are well understood.
We believe that our in-team efforts, combined
with the support of the firm-wide functions, provide
our strategy with a robust method of managing risk.
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A wide distribution
(Figure 2) can indicate
either sensitivity to
a particular regime
or uncertainty in the
possible outcome.

Many talents,
single focus

The Multi Asset team
are based in Henley,
alongside Invesco
Perpetual’s longestablished Equity and
Fixed Interest teams

Between them, Millar, Batty and
Jubb have over 20 years’ overall
experience delivering targeted
absolute return strategies

Although Invesco Perpetual’s Global Targeted
Returns strategy is now in its third year of trading,
the team behind it remains a tightly focused unit.
Head of Multi Asset, David Millar, originally envisaged
a seven-strong team when he moved from Standard
Life Investments (SLI) with co-fund managers
Richard Batty and Dave Jubb. That number has
expanded to ten in recent months, but Millar says the
team remains compact and emphasises its sole focus
on the multi asset strategy. ‘Four of us originally
joined Invesco Perpetual from Standard Life to build
the multi asset franchise: the three fund managers
plus our Risk Manager, Gwilym Satchell,’ he adds.
Between them, Millar, Batty and Jubb have over
20 years’ overall experience delivering targeted
absolute return strategies and, together, they bring
a blend of actuarial, strategic, fixed interest and
multi asset skills to Invesco Perpetual. The team
was expanded to include three further specialists:
Georgina Taylor as Product Director, Saul Shaul as
Fund Analyst and Steve Hawes as Research Analyst.
Taylor’s role is largely as an ‘outside representative’
for the strategy, sharing the team’s process and
investment ideas with clients and consultants.
Georgina Taylor brings strong and complementary
research skills from her investment banking
experience at HSBC, State Street and Goldman
Sachs. Shaul, meanwhile, an IT specialist, was
integral in establishing the strategy within Invesco
Perpetual’s operating systems and plays a key role
in the investment process. As for Hawes, Millar says
he is now effectively managing the research process
behind the strategy. ‘Finding ideas is key to the
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success of the strategy, but we have to make sure
that process is properly organised and everything
gets reviewed when it should be. Steve is responsible
for managing that process,’ Millar adds.
Rounding out the team to ten are three more
recent additions, Danielle Singer and Clive Emery
as Product Directors in the US and UK respectively,
and Mike Marshall as Risk Analyst. Singer and Emery
have similar roles to Taylor in the UK, working
with institutional clients to provide the insights,
information and updates they require. Millar explains:
’We always look for people who can contribute to the
overall process and bring other complementary skills
to the team. Georgina has a research background,
while Danielle has experience on the risk-based side
of fund management. Clive brings advisory expertise
specialising in equities and alternative investments.’
Mike Marshall joined the risk team to support
Risk Manager Gwilym Satchell. Millar says this
was partly required by the strategy’s early success
and asset growth, but also to help the risk process
evolve. ‘The risk process on our strategy is not just
a button-pushing exercise and we are keen to keep
developing the systems and methodology,’ adds
Millar. ‘Mike joining to take on some of the day-to-day
work will free up Gwilym to explore how to enhance
this side of our process even further.’

David Millar
Head of Multi Asset

Dave Jubb
Fund Manager

Richard Batty
Fund Manager

Gwilym Satchell
Risk Manager

Georgina Taylor
Product Director

Clive Emery
Product Director

Danielle Singer
Product Director

Saul Shaul
Fund Analyst

Steve Hawes
Research Analyst

Michael Marshall
Risk Analyst
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360° Q&A
The team answers
a range of questions
associated with
multi asset investing

1
What challenges will interest rate rises create
in managing a targeted returns strategy?
We believe that a truly diversified portfolio of good
investment ideas can achieve a positive total return
in all market conditions over a rolling three-year
period. Obviously, the last few years have been fairly
exceptional in that interest rates have been at record
lows for an extended amount of time. This extremely
loose monetary policy has inflated the prices of a
number of asset types and many government bond
and equity markets have become expensive. Investors
are rightly nervous about where to turn next, with
bonds unlikely to provide the same diversification
benefits seen historically, if equities come under
pressure. Our unconstrained approach means we
are able to source return ideas from any asset type
anywhere in the world – this gives us the flexibility
required to tackle these difficult markets.
What is important for us is an idea’s potential
to generate positive returns against our central
economic scenario and how well it blends with other
ideas in the portfolio. Currently, we believe there is
potential for interest rate rises in the UK and the US
but, most importantly, the divergence in economic
performance between regions will remain. In essence,
our ability to take relative views between different
markets presents us with opportunities that could
benefit from the current economic environment
whether interest rates rise or not.
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2
Given that there are many ideas within the
portfolio, how do the fund managers decide what
percentage should be allocated to each idea?
Is there a committee approach to allocation
between the various investment strategies and
how often is this reviewed?
The strategy can have from five up to around
50 diversified investment ideas (typically 20 to 30)
accessed through different asset types across the
globe. The portfolio is not managed on an asset
allocation basis and the sizing of each idea is best
understood in terms of risk. All of the ideas are sized
to contribute an annual return of between 25 and 50
basis points towards our return target. We will then
look at the volatility of the idea combined with its
return expectation to ensure it has the potential to
deliver that contribution over time. This means when
we look at the risk contribution of each idea, they
are relatively similar. We do not want any single idea
dominating the portfolio and prefer to have a good
blend of diverse ideas with different risks. The ideas
are not equally weighted, but the risk of the ideas is
approximately equally weighted across the portfolio.
Figure 1 is a snapshot of the Invesco Perpetual
Global Targeted Returns Fund’s portfolio, a
representative account of the strategy, as at the
end of December 2015 and demonstrates this
quite well 1. In response to the second part of the
question, the portfolio is under constant review.
However, as a rule, we look at each idea on at least a
quarterly basis, and each idea needs to be approved
by all three of the fund managers, which is very
different to a committee-based approach. If market
conditions dictate, or an idea moves more quickly
than anticipated, we can review the ideas as often as
is necessary to ensure we still believe in the theme
behind it and that it has the potential to boost returns
over our two- to three-year investment horizon.

market events. This approach has performed relatively
well during the market turbulence seen in 2015,
helped by this diversification and also aided by our
ability to take positions that benefited from increased
volatility. Another aspect of volatile markets is also the
oft-repeated message that of course volatility can also
be a source of opportunity.

3
Given the increased level of volatility we are
seeing across markets, how are you managing
this risk and do you see this as being beneficial
or a hindrance to your current strategy?
Risk and volatility are clearly a major focus of
the investment team. The second part of our target
is to keep portfolio volatility at less than half that of
global equities over a rolling three-year period. At
launch, Risk Manager Gwilym Satchell was part of the
investment team and has always taken an active role
in the approval and implementation of the ideas in our
portfolio – risk management is by no means a boxticking exercise at the end of the fund management
process. Since then, we have added a further Risk
Analyst to the team, Mike Marshall. We believe that
one of the greatest challenges in managing risk is
building a genuinely diversified portfolio, something
that we aim to achieve through our ability to invest in
ideas from any asset class, anywhere in the world.
This freedom needs to be matched by the equally
important risk management process we have in place
to ensure the ideas work well together. We constantly
subject our portfolio to backward- and forwardlooking stress tests in the hope that, even in more
difficult times, our portfolio will display the levels of
diversification required to lessen the impact of extreme

5
Given that we have seen an increase in geopolitical
risk is there any part of your portfolio that
you would need to change quickly if there was
an escalation of events?
First and foremost, we are able to react quickly
and adjust the portfolio if we need to. If a certain idea
moves quickly in response to any given event, we will
immediately bring it to the table to assess its potential
over our two- to three-year investment horizon.
If the underlying thesis has changed in response to
geopolitical risks rising then we will consider taking
that idea out of the portfolio. More generally, we
stress test our portfolio against a selection of historic
and possible future scenarios, which we believe will
help the portfolio cope in case of any unforeseen
event. The scenario testing helps us structure ideas
in ways that help our investment ideas perform better
if market dynamics change significantly. Every six
months, we meet and decide on another selection of
possible, if not probable, scenarios against which to
test the portfolio. This scenario analysis is then used
to help ensure the portfolio’s diversification qualities
are maintained, even at times of stress. These tests
are run regularly and, importantly, whenever any new
ideas go into the portfolio or we remove any ideas
from the portfolio.

Fig 1. Portfolio breakdown by risk

4
Multi asset strategies aim to reduce correlation
with traditional asset classes. Could you explain
how this is achieved, particularly when traditional
asset classes, such as equities and bonds, are
currently displaying greater correlation relative
to historical norms?
Our investment philosophy is grounded in the fact
that correlations between asset types are dynamic
and can change at any time, and particularly at times
of stress such as when an interest rate cycle turns.
We believe our ability to invest across asset types and
geographies and use sometimes complex investment
techniques means we have the widest possible
range of opportunities to find new and diversified
investment ideas. Our portfolio is not hostage to the
simple correlations between asset classes because
it is anchored around the concept of investing in
ideas. This means an increased flexibility to find
diversification from different sources.
Q3 2015 provided a clear working example of
how it is important to seek diversification from
different places. Bonds did not perform well enough
in Q3 to offset the declines in equity markets; however
other types of ideas, such as buying the Japanese
yen versus the Korean won and buying volatility in
Asian equity markets, provided diversification in an
environment where risk assets had a setback. It is
this flexibility that the fund managers believe will
enable them to find genuine diversification over time
regardless of the market backdrop.
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Credit – European Curve Flattener
Credit – Selective Credit
Currency – Chilean Peso vs Australian Dollar
Currency – Indian Rupee vs Chinese Renminbi
Currency – Japanese Yen vs Korean Won
Currency – Norwegian Krone vs UK Pound
Currency – US Dollar vs Canadian Dollar
Currency – US Dollar vs Euro
Equity – European Divergence
Equity – Germany
Equity – Global
Equity – Japan
Equity – Selective Asia Exposure
Equity – UK
Equity – US Large Cap vs Small Cap
Equity – US Staples vs Discretionary
Interest Rates – Australia vs Europe
Interest Rates – European Curve Steepener
Interest Rates – Selective EM Debt
Interest Rates – Swap Spreads
Interest Rates – Sweden vs Europe
Interest Rates – UK
Volatility – Asian Equities vs US Equities
Volatility – Australian Dollar vs US Dollar
Volatility – Japanese Yen vs US Dollar
Volatility – UK Equity vs Rates
For illustrative purposes only. Portfolio data is as at 31 January
2016 and relates to the Invesco Perpetual Global Targeted Returns
Fund, (source: Invesco Perpetual).

1

Scenario testing is
used to help ensure
the portfolio’s
diversification qualities
are maintained, even
at times of stress
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Important information
This magazine is for institutional clients only.
Please do not redistribute.
All information is at 31 January 2016 sourced
from Invesco Perpetual unless otherwise stated.
The value of investments and any income will
fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange
rate fluctuations) and investors may not get back
the full amount invested. Past performance is not
a guide to future returns.
Where David Millar, Dave Jubb, Richard Batty,
Gwilym Satchell, Georgina Taylor and Clive Emery have
expressed opinions, they are based on current market
conditions and are subject to change without notice.
These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco
Perpetual investment professionals.
Where Ceri Jones has expressed views and
opinions, these may change and are not necessarily
representative of Invesco Perpetual’s views
and opinions.
Where securities are mentioned in this document
they do not necessarily represent a specific portfolio
holding and do not constitute a recommendation to
purchase, hold or sell.
As with all investments there are associated
risks. Please obtain and review all relevant materials
carefully before investing.
The Invesco Perpetual Global Targeted Returns
Fund is a representative account of the Invesco
Perpetual Global Targeted Returns strategy. The
fund makes significant use of financial derivatives
(complex instruments) which will result in the fund
being leveraged and may result in large fluctuations
in the value of the fund. Leverage on certain types
of transactions including derivatives may impair
the
it to name
liquidate positions at
Article
48 fund’s liquidity, cause

unfavourable times or otherwise cause the fund not
to achieve its intended objective. Leverage occurs
when the economic exposure created by the use
of derivatives is greater than the amount invested
resulting in the fund being exposed to a greater loss
than the initial investment.
The fund may be exposed to counterparty risk
should an entity with which the fund does business
become insolvent resulting in financial loss. This
counterparty risk is reduced by the Manager, through
the use of collateral management.
The securities that the fund invests in may
not always make interest and other payments nor
is the solvency of the issuers guaranteed. Market
conditions, such as a decrease in market liquidity,
may mean that it is not easy to buy or sell securities.
These risks increase where the fund invests in high
yield or lower credit quality bonds and where we
use derivatives.
All accounts managed in accordance with the
Invesco Perpetual Global Targeted Returns strategy
have the same risks as the representative account.
Please obtain and review all relevant materials
carefully before investing.
Invesco Perpetual is a business name of Invesco
Asset Management Limited, Perpetual Park,
Perpetual Park Drive, Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire
RG9 1HH, United Kingdom. Authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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